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Whether you're an accomplished musician or a student, Garageband is the most rewarding way to create, perform, and record your own music. In the only Apple-certified guide to Garageband, composer and master trainer Mary Plummer shows you just how easy it is to turn your Mac into a fully featured recording studio. Plummer offers a complete, self-paced course in all aspects of Garageband - from mastering the interface and basic recording techniques to the secrets of arranging a song, editing and mixing tracks, adding effects, and distributing your Garageband compositions. Fully updated for version 3, Mary covers all of Garageband's hot new features including podcast recording and iMovie scoring.
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Quality Engineering Handbook, Second Edition, Revised and Expanded (Quality and Reliability)CRC Press, 2003
…a launching pad for those interested in mastering the field of quality engineering.
 Journal of Quality Technology
 
…focused toward the goals of quality engineering, quality control, and continuous improvement…a fine effort.     

       Written by the one of the foremost authorities on the subject,...
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Aligning Business Strategies and Analytics: Bridging Between Theory and Practice (Advances in Analytics and Data Science, 1)Springer, 2018

	This book examines issues related to the alignment of business strategies and analytics. Vast amounts of data are being generated, collected, stored, processed, analyzed, distributed and used at an ever-increasing rate by organizations. Simultaneously, managers must rapidly and thoroughly understand the factors driving their business....
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Java CookbookO'Reilly, 2014

	
		From lambda expressions and JavaFX 8 to new support for network programming and mobile development, Java 8 brings a wealth of changes. This cookbook helps you get up to speed right away with hundreds of hands-on recipes across a broad range of Java topics. You’ll learn useful techniques for everything from debugging and data...
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Histology for PathologistsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
Now completely revised and updated, this ground-breaking text focuses on the borderland between histology and pathology. The text describes human histology and its variations, with emphasis on avoiding overdiagnosis or misdiagnosis of normal variants. Presented by leading international specialists in pathology, histopathology, anatomical pathology,...
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Juniper Networks Field Guide and ReferenceAddison Wesley, 2002
Juniper Networks® creates and deploys high-performance routing platforms used by many of the world's largest service providers. Written by the leading experts and technical writers at Juniper Networks, the Juniper Networks® Field Guide and Reference is the definitive practical guide and reference to Juniper...
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How to Do Everything with Your Pocket PC and Handheld PCMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Take full advantage of all the features your Pocket PC and Handheld PC have to offer with the help from this easy-to-follow guide. Wherever you go, stay up-to-date with your e-mail, appointments, to-do lists, and contact data. Connect to the Internet, create documents using the Pocket Office programs, share information with other handheld devices,...
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